
01. .......................................................... is the basic building unit in a society. (School, Family, 

Religious places)

02. .......................................................... is the law which is enacted and exercised pertaining with the 

territorial boundary of a country. (Civil law, Common law, Domestic law)

03. .......................................................... is a function of judiciary in a democratic government. 

(Safeguarding rights, Fulfilling duties, Implementing law)

04. The main responsibility of establishing social security is assigned to the 

...........................................  (individual, government, society)

05. ........................................................ is an alternative institution which solves the conflicts that 

occur trivial among the public without going to the court. (Court, Family Court, Conciliation 

Board)

?If the statements given in the questions 6 to 10 are right, put a tick (ü) or wrong put a cross 

(X) inside the given brackets.

06. The study that is conducted to find some solutions to a problem following scientific methods is a 

research. (         )

07. Development process should be done by taking minimum use of resources in the country with 

minimum waste. (         )

08. Sri Lanka is a country which has made agriculture as its livelihood since past. (         )

09. The results of modern technical inventions have been used mostly for the development in the field 

of agriculture. (         )

10. All the employment opportunities available in the society are called World of  Work. (         )

1

?Answer all the questions on this paper itself.

?Select the most suitable answer for the questions 1 to 5 and underline it.
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² Provide suitable answers for the questions 11 to 15.

11. The picture A shows an occasion when the people are 

casting .................................................... in an election.

12. It is known as ..................................................... democracy 

at present.

13. People should act ..................................................... to 

make it successful when electing candidates.

14. The group of people who organized to get political power as above is known as a 

....................................................

15. .................................................... is cited as an example for a country which exercises a single 

party system.

² Select the most accurate answer for the questions 16 to 20 and underline it.

16. Local Government Institutions are functioned under the guidance of the,

(1) Provincial council (2) Central Government

(3) Parliament (4) President.

17. A way of earning Financial Resources by the Local Government Institutions is,

(1) the revenue collected from the supply of public services.

(2) having fund directly through the state united fund.

(3) from the Presidential Fund

(4) the loans which are taken from foreign countries.

18. A duty that the public should fulfill towards the services given by the Local Government 

Institutions is,

(1) taking the minimum usage of the services given by the Local Government Institutions.

(2) taking he maximum usage of the services given by the Local Government Institutions.

(3) not taking the services given by Local Government Institutions.

(4) None of the above.

19. Select the answer which consists the power that belong to the Head of a Local Government 

Institution.

(1) Selecting the members for the relevant council.

(2) Preparation of all the budgets of the relevant council.

(3) To take the initiative to provide the needs of the people.

(4) Making the co-ordination between the Local Government Institution and the Central 

Government.

20. What is a factor that determines the success of democracy ?

(1) Honest, efficient, high political leadership.

(2) The political leadership which serves to others while thinking about one's own self.

(3) The political leadership which transfers the power to the wife and the children.

(4) The political leadership that likes to be till the death.
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Part II

² 1st question is compulsory.

² Answer all together five questions including the 1st question and another four questions.

01' ^1& Write two social organizations exercising at the school.

^2& Write two sources of law.

^3& Write two major processes implementing in an economy.

^4& Write two main sections of the present job market.

^5& Write two reasons for easy functioning of direct democracy in the past.

^6& Write the two systems used at present to elect representatives.

^7& Write two major criteria that are taken into consideration at the limitations of Local 

Government Institutions.

^8& Write two methods of conflict resolution.       (2 x 8 = 16 marks)

02' ^i& What occasion is shown by picture A. (02 m.)

^ii& Write five responsibilities of family towards social 

security. (05 m.)

^iii& Write four institutions training to eradicate or curtail anti 

social activities for the establishment of social 

security. (04 m.)

03' ^i& Read the following statements and tabulate correctly.

A Works becoming easy B Human needs become complex.

C Saving time D Mechanisation of people

E Expansion of human and social relations. F Society become complex

G Acceleration of environmental pollution. H Increase of productivity

(08 m.)

^ii& Name the following pictures.
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Favourable effects Unfavourable effects

A B C

(03 m.)

Picture A



04' ^i& Write three qualities of co-existence that can be 

seen in this picture. (03 m.)

^ii& Write five benefits of inculcating co-existence 

qualities to the life. (05 m.)

(iii) Write three unfavourable effects of not practicing 

qualities of well-being.   (03 m.)

05' ^i& Fill the blanks in the following diagram.

(03 m.)

^ii& Write four factors that determine the success of democracy. (04 m.)

^iii& Write five rights of a citizen. (05 m.)

06' ^i& Write four elections functioning in Sri Lanka at present. (04 m.)

^ii& Write four qualities required to grant franchise. (04 m.)

^iii& Write three factors which show the importance of universal franchise. (03 m.)

07' ^i& Fill the blanks in the following diagram. (04 m.)

^ii& Name the three Local Government Institutions functioning in present Sri Lanka. (03 m.)

^iii& Mention the services shown in following pictures which are derived from the local 

Government Institutions. (03 m.)
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1 2 3

Democracy

1' '''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 2' ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''

1' ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''

2' ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''

4' ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''

5' ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''

Mayor (Representative of the public)

3' ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''

Picture A
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01' ^1& Sports clubs, Students'  Associations

^2& Constitution, Regulations and acts, Customs, Verdicts from courts, Opinions of the scholars of law, 
Religion.

^3& Production, Distribution, Consumption

^4& ^i& Local job market ^ii& Foreign  job market.

^5& ^i& Limited human needs. ^ii& Limited population

^iii& Easy to gather in one place to discuss and take decisions.

^6& ^i& Simple Majority Representative System ^ii& Proportional Representative System

^7& ^i& ²  Population ratio to suit different nationalities. ²  The geography and physical features.

²  Population and the density of the population. ²  Level of economic development.

^8& Discussion, Involvement, Mediation, Inquiry, Counseling.

02' ^i& A happy family   (02 m.)

^ii& ²  Leading through setting example. ²  Ensuring security and protection

²  Improving qualities like love, compassion and kindness

²  Encouraging self control and emotions.

²  Encouraging listening to others and respecting their views ... etc. (page 4)

^iii& ² Sri Lanka Police ² National Child Protection Authority.

² National Board of Dangerous Drug Control. ² Department of Probation and Child Care 
Services... etc. (Page 10)

03' ^i&

^ii& ^A& Sand Board ^B& Slate ^C& Over Head Projector (03 m.)

04' ^i& Acting in collaboration, Sharing, Cordiality, Respecting others, Fulfill duties, Mutual trust, Honesty.

^ii& ² Personal development ² Ensuring of social security ² Establishment of peace

² Acceleration of social development    ² Minimizing conflicts ² Building up mutual friendship

       (iii) Increasing wastage, Collapse social security, Increase of mental stress. (page 44)

05 (i) 1' Direct Democracy        2'   Indirect Democracy 

(ii) Having media freedom / Existence of sovereignty of the judiciary. / Existing a powerful opposition. / 
Having high political knowledge of the public.... etc. (page 78)

(iii)Right to live  / Right to do a legal job / Right to obtain education / Right to follow any religion. / Right to 
elect rulers ... etc (page 80)

06 (i) Presidential election, Parliament election, Provincial Council election, Election of Local Government 
Institutions.

(ii) Being a citizen of Sri Lanka / Completion of 18 years of age. / Citizen's name should be included in the 
election list. / Being a person not subjected to disfranchise.

(iii)Getting opportunity to all citizens to engage in active politics / Getting opportunity to elect suitable 
leaders. / Being able to expand political knowledge of the people... etc. (page 88)

07 (i) 1.  Deputy Mayor 2.  Representative of the public

3.  Municipal Commissioner 4.  Other officials

(ii) Municipal Council, Urban Council, Pradeshiya Sabha (Village Councils)

(iii)Reading hall / Programme to eradicate dengue / Clinics for pregnant mothers.

01' Family 02' Domestic law 03' Safeguarding rights 04' Individual 
05' Conciliation Board 06' ü07' û08' ü09' û10' ü11' vote 
12' indirect (Representative) 13' intelligent 14' Political parties 15' Cuba, North Korea
16' 2 17' 1 18' 2 19' 3 20' 1

Favourable effects

(08 m.)
A , E
C , H

B, F
D , G
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